Genetic and phenotypic analysis of seizure susceptibility in PL/J mice.
Epilepsy is one of the most common but genetically complex neurological disorders in humans. Identifying animal models that recapitulate human epilepsies is important for pharmacological studies of anticonvulsants, dissection of molecular and biochemical pathogenesis of epilepsy, and discovery of epilepsy susceptibility genes. We discovered that the PL/J inbred mouse strain is susceptible to handling- and rhythmic tossing-induced seizure. The tonic-clonic and generalized seizures observed after induction were accompanied by abnormal EEGs, similar to seizures observed in EL and SWXL-4 mice. PL/J mice also had an extremely low threshold to electroconvulsive seizures compared to other strains and showed variable sensitivity to pentylenetetrazole-induced seizures. Gross neurostructural abnormalities were not found in PL/J mice. Crosses with the seizure-resistant C57BL/6 J strain revealed semidominant inheritance of the rhythmic tossing seizure trait with low penetrance. F2 progeny indicated that the genetic inheritance of seizure susceptibility in PL/J is non-Mendelian. We crossed DBA/2 J mice, which are resistant to rhythmic tossing seizure but susceptible to audiogenic seizures, to PL/J. We found that seizure penetrance in (DBA/2 J x PL/J)F1 mice was similar to the penetrance in (C57BL/6 J x PL/J)F1 mice but the severity and frequency of seizure were higher in (DBA/2 J x PL/J)F1 mice. The PL/J strain serves as an interesting new model for studying the genetics, neurobiology, and pharmacology of epilepsy.